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In 1970 Kurzweil obtained a bound of the Fitting length of the Hughes 
subgroup of a finite solvable group. He showed that if G # H,,(G) then 
f(H,,(G) < max(2n - 2, 1 > provided that p is not exceptional in the 
Hall-Higman sense (see [4] ). Here H,,(G) = (x E G 1 xp” # 1 ) and n is an 
integer. The purpose of this note is to improve that result to obtain the best 
possible bound f(H,.(G)) d n assuming that p is odd. The case p = 2 
remains still open. 
The notation is standard. We state our result in a more convenient form 
to apply induction. 
THEOREM. Let G be a soivabie group having a normal subgroup H # G 
such that every element of G- H is a p-element of order at most p”, p odd. 
Then the Fitting length of H is at most n. The bound is best possible. 
1. NON-COPRIME ACTION 
We have to consider the following situation: 
Let P be a p-group and let V be a K&‘-module, char(K) fp. Assume that 
P contains an element x acting f.p.f. on I/ and a normal subgroup A acting 
faithfully. If o(x) =p” the claim is that xp”-’ centralizes A which would give 
a result similar to that of Shult (see [S, Theorem 3.11) in this situation. 
This may be done in some particular cases. 
LEMMA 1 .l. Let P = (x ) A be a p-group where A is normaI and eiemen- 
tary abelian. Assume that P acts on a vector space V over a field K, 
char(K) #p. Suppose that A acts faithfully and x acts f.p.f. Put o(x) =p”. 
Then : 
(a) xflm’ centralizes A. 
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(b) If xa acts f.p.f. on V for every aE A then (xa)P”m’ = xp”-’ for all 
aEA. 
Proof: First, extending the field, we may assume that K is algebraically 
closed. As char(K) )I I PI we may suppose that char(K) = 0. Also V is 
irreducible. 
We consider the Wedderburn decomposition of V relative to the normal 
subgroup A of P, 
v= v, @ ... @ v,. 
Put N,,,( I’,)= (x”“). Then we have N,,,( Vi)= (x”“) for all i since 
(x) permutes transitively the V,‘s. If /1, is the K-character afforded by an 
irreducible A-submodule of ; we have that 
[xph, A] 6 h Ker Ai= 1 
Now xph acts f.p.f. on each V, since if 1 #v E Vi is fixed by xph then 
vv~...u VP’- ‘is a nontrivial fixed point for x, a contradiction. Then k < n and 
(a) is clear. Assume that k < n - 1. Then 
Thus we may assume k = n - 1 while proving (b). As P = (xa) A for 
every aE A, we deduce that, under the hypotheses of (b), the element 
(.Ya)” “-I acts f.p.f. on V. Assume that there exists aE A with (xa)p”m’ # xp”-‘. 
Put X= (X”” ‘, (xa)p”m’) and h = (x” “-I)- l(wya)P”-‘. As (xa’)P”-’ =x”‘-‘& 
we deduce that if W is an irreducible X-submodule of V not centralized by 
h then the nontrivial elements of X act f.p.f. on W. This is a contradiction 
since X is elementary abelian. 
We need a similar result to Lemma 1.1 when A is special of exponent p. 
To handle this case a little character theory is necessary. 
LEMMA 1.2 (Isaacs, [3]). Let A be a normal extraspecial subgroup of 
exponent p of a group G. Assume that Z = Z(A) < Z(G). Let 0 be a faithful 
character of A over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and let 
x E Irr(G 1 0). Then: 
(a) There exists U < G with G = UA, U n A = Z. 
(b) There exists 0 E Aut(G) such that o2 = 1, g inverts A/Z and 
u = C,(a). 
An element x of G 1s good if C,,,(,, (x) = C,(x)/Z(A). 
(c) Ifx E G then x is good if and only ifit lies in some conjugate of U. 
(d) !f x E G is not good then x(x) = 0. 
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Proof. First, observe that p is odd. 
Clearly A is a *-group in the sense of Definition 4.1 of [3]. Now (a) and 
(b) appear in Corollary 4.4 of [3]. It is well known that 0 is a fully 
ramified character. Let q5 be the irreducible constituent of oz. Then 
(G, A, Z, 0,q5) is a character five in the sense of [3, p. 6003. Our definition 
of good elements agrees with Definition 3.1 of [3]. Now Lemma 3.7 of [3] 
shows that any element of U is good. It is clear that the conjugate of a 
good element is a good element. Now Theorem 3.2 of [3] completes the 
proof of (c). Finally, Lemma (2.4)(b) of [3] yields (d). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let P = (x) A be a p-group where A is normal of class at 
most 2 and exponent p. Put o(x) =p” and assume that [xp”-‘, A] <Z(A). 
Suppose that P acts on a vector space ,V over a field K, char(K) fp. If ,4 
acts fait&fully and x acts f.p.f. then xp” centralizes A. 
Proof: Induction on IPI. We may assume that V is irreducible and K is 
algebraically closed. As char(K) [ (PI we may suppose that char(K) = 0. By 
Lemma 1.1, if the result is false then A is nonabelian. 
(i) V is an irreducible A-module. 
As P/A is cyclic and K is algebraically closed of characteristic 0 it is 
sufficient to show that V is an homogeneous A-module. We consider the 
Wedderburn decomposition of V relative to A: 
v= v, @ ... @ v,. 
Put (xpk) = N,,Y,( VI). Then xp’ acts f.p.f. on V. If t > 1 we may consider 
the action of the group (xpk) A on each Vi to deduce that [xp”-‘, A] acts 
trivially on each Vi. As A acts faithfully on V we have [xp”-‘, A] = 1. 
(ii) The group A is extraspecial. 
By (i) we have IZ(A)( =p. As A is of class 2 and exponent p then A is 
extraspecial. 
(iii) Let 8 be the K-character of A afforded by V and let x be the 
corresponding K-character of P. We will apply Lemma 1.2 to this situation. 
First we show that (x) contains a nontrivial good element. If not, 
x(y)=0 for 1 #YE (x) by Lemma 1.2(d). Then 
(X cc), l<.r>) =f 1 x(y)=y>o. 
” E <I > 
Thus C,(x) # 0, a contradiction. 
Assume that 1 # xi is good. By Lemma 1.2(c) we have that x’ E Up for 
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any p E P. Now xp”-’ E lip and then it is also good. By the hypothesis we 
have CAIZcA x ““‘-I) = A/Z(A). Therefore xp”-’ centralizes A and the Lemma 
is proved. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Let G, H, N, and p as in the hypothesis of the theorem. We prove this by 
induction on IGJ. Put f=f(H). 
(2.1) G = (x ) H where xp E H and for all r E n(H) there exists an 
(x)-invariant Sylow r-subgroup of H. 
Proqf: Take x E G - H normalizing a Hall p’-subgroup of H and satisfy- 
ing xp E H. We need a slight refinement of Dade’s Fitting chains. As the 
proof of our result is almost identical to that of Lemma 8.2 of [ 11, we will 
sketch it only. 
(2.2) There exist sections Ai= Ci/D,, i= l,..., f, of H such that the 
following are satisfied: 
(2.2a) The group Ai is a nontrivial pi-group for a certain prime pi, 
i= l,...,,f: We have @(@(A,))= 1 and @(Ai) <Z(Ai). Zf pi is odd then the 
exponent of Ai isp,. 
(2.2b) Ai is (x)-invariant, i= I,..., f: 
(2.2~) pI#pi+, for i= l,..., f- 1. 
(2.2d) Ci normalizes A, for 1 d i 6 j <jY 
(2.2e) D;=Ker(C;on Aj+,)for i=l,..., f-1. 
(2.2f) D,= 1. 
(2.2g) ((x) fli,j C, on Ai/@( is reducible for i= l,...,J As a con- 
sequence, if Ai is nonabelian then Z(A,) = @(Ai). 
(2.2h) [@(A,+,), Ci] = 1 for i= l,..., f- 1. 
(2.2i) C,< F(H). 
(2.2j) If YE((X)~j~iCi)nF~-i+,(H) then [Y~AildZ(Ai), 
i = l,...,,f: 
Remark. Observe that the modifications to Dade’s original assertion 
are in (2.2g) and (2.2j). 
ProojY We use induction on f: We may assume that f > 1. The theorem 
is true in H* = H/F(H). For each x = a, b,..., j, let (2.2x)* be (2.2x) with 
H, A,, Cj; D,, pi, f replaced by H*, A:, CT, D,*, p,?, f - 1, respectively, for 
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all indices j. induction gives us sections AT = C,? of H* for i = l,...,f-- 1, 
satisfying (2.2)*. 
Let S be an (x)-invariant Sylow p.r- ,-subgroup of H. Put 
N = N,(S n F,(H)). There is an (x)-isomorphism cp of N/N n F(H) onto 
H*. For i = l,...,f- 2, define Ci and Dj to be the inverse images under cp of 
CT, D,?, respectively. Clearly those parts of (2.2) involving only those 
Ci, D; and A, = CJD, with i 6f - 2 are all satisfied. 
Let C,-p r be the inverse image in Sn F,(H) of Cf-. , under cp. Clearly 
C ,-- , is not contained in F(H). So there exists a prime p #p+ , such that 
C Ip, does not centralize a critical subgroup T of the Sylow p-subgroup of 
F(H). The Hall-Higman theory gives us an (x) nj,, C;invariant special 
subgroup C,. of T such that ((x} ni</.Ci on C,/@(C,)) is irreducible, 
(C, 1 on C,.) is nontrivial and [@(C,), C,- ,] = 1. If p is odd we have 
exp(Cf) = P. 
Put D,-m , = Ker(C/- , on C,.). The image E of D,-_ , on Af- 1 is 
(x) fl,<,+, Crinvariant and not equal to A/*_,. By (2.2g) with i=f- 1 
we have D,_ , < @(A?- ,). Put Ar-, = C,- , ID,-, . Now cp induces an 
isomorphism between A,-, /@(A/_ )) and A,*_, /@(A?- ,). It is easy to see 
that (2.2a)-(2.2i) hold. The condition (2.2j) holds for i=f - 1 since 
[y*, AI_ I ] d Z(A,*_ ,), @(AT- r ) < Z( A.;~_ r) and cp defines an isomorphism 
between A,_ , /@(A,._ ,) and A/*_, /@(A,* , ). Finally, if i = f and y E F(H) n 
((x) n,,,C;) then, as T is critical, we have [y, T] < Z(T) and [y, Cf] < 
Z( T) n C, d Z( Cf). 
(2.3) (Gross). Let G = (y) Q be a group where y is a p-element of 
order p” and Q is a nontrivial normal q-subgroup, p # q, p odd. Assume that 
G acts faithfully and irreducibly on GF(r)-vector space V. Suppose that yp”-’ 
does not centralize Q. Then Ce( y) # 1 provided that one qf the following 
holds: 
(i) r #p and y acts f.p.f. on V. 
(ii) r =p and the minimum polynomial of y on V is not (X- l)p”. 
Proof Case (i) appears as Theorem 6.2 of [Z]. The Hall-Higman 
reduction and the arguments in the proof of Theorem 6.2 of [2] yield(ii). 
(2.4) LfyEG-Hthenyr”-‘EF*(H), n>l. 
Proof Assume that the result is false. Put yp”‘-’ E F,(H) - F,- ,(H), i 2 3. 
Considering G/I;,-,(H) we may suppose that yp”-’ E F,(H). Now there 
exists q#p such that the element yp”-’ does not centralize the Sylow 
q-subgroup Q/F(H) of F,(H)/F(H). Take r fp such that [yp”-‘, Q J acts 
nontrivially on the Frattini factor of the Sylow r-subgroup R of F(H). Con- 
sider the action of X= (y)(Q/F(H)) on an irreducible constituent V of the 
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X-module R/@(R) such that [yp”-‘, Q] acts nontrivially on V. If r =p and 
the minimum polynomial of y on V is (X- 1)“” we obtain an element of 
order at least pn+ ’ in G - H, a contradiction. If r #p then y acts f.p.f. on V. 
Hence (2.3) may be applied to give C a,FcHJ(y) # 1, a contradiction since 
9#P. 
(2.5) !fp,- I #p and by n,</-, C, then [(~b)~“-‘, A,- ,] = 1. 
Proof: Assume that the result is false. Put y = xb and X= ( y) A,- i. 
Let V be an irreducible constituent of the X-module A,/@(A,) such that 
cyf”-l Afp ,] acts nontrivially on V. As in (2.4) we obtain a contradiction. 
(2.6) Proof of the Theorem. Induction on n. The case n = 1 is well 
known. Assume that n > 1 and f > 1. We consider separately two cases: 
(a) p,- , fp or p,-- , =p and A,-, is elementary abelian. 
Put X=(x) &,--, C;. If pr+, #p and ygX-(XnH) we have 
[ yP”-‘, A,--- ,] = 1 by (2.5). The same conclusion is reached if p,- 1 =p con- 
sidering the action of (y) A,--, on A.f/@(Ar) and applying Lemma 1.1(a). 
Put G=XA,JC,,, (A, ~ , ) and use the bar convention. If j E G - fl then 
j=zZ, where UEX-(XnH) and UEA,.,. 
since y”“‘-’ is a p-element and up”-’ 
Ifp,-,#p thenyP”-‘=@-’ 
centralizes A,- , . If p,-, =p then the 
same conclusion is reached using Lemma 1.1(b) applied to the action of 
(u) A,+ I on Ar/@(A/). We conclude that the orders of the elements of 
G - A divide p”- I. By the inductive hypothesis the Fiting length of H is at 
most n - 1. If we show that A, acts faithfully on Ai+, we will have 
f(A) >,f- 1 (see (2.1) of [ 11) and hence f < n as desired. It is sufficient to 
prove that C,(A,- ,) < Di for i= l,...,f-2. We show this by descending 
induction on i. It is clear for i = f - 2. Assume that it is true for i + 1 and we 
prove it for i. Now Ci, ,/Cc,+ ,(A,- 1) acts faithfully on A,-, . Hence 
[C,(A,--,), C,+,]dC,;+,(A,_ ,)<Di+,.ThusC,(A~+,)dDi,asclaimed. 
(b) p,- , =p and A,_ , is nonabelian. 
By (2.2g) we have @(A+,)=Z(A.f-,). Put X=((X)~,</-1 Ci)A,-i. 
Take VEX- (Xn H). By (2.4) we have yp”-‘~F2(H). Then (2.2j) yields 
CY? A,+, ] < Z(Afp , ). Now applying Lemma 1.3 to the action of 
(y) A, ~, on Af/@(A,) we conclude that yp”-’ E C,(A/+,). Consider 
G=X/Cx,H (Af_. 1 ). Then if j E G - i? the order of jj divides p”- I. Hence 
f(R) <n - 1 by the inductive hypothesis. As Z(A,- 1) = @(A,- ,) we have - - 
that A,-- Z acts faithfully on A,-, . The same argument as in part (a) shows 
that f(R) >f-- 1. Thus f 6 n and the proof is finished. 
To show that the bound is best possible take a solvable group K of 
Fitting length n admitting a fixed-point-free automorphism c1 of order p” 
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(see Theorem 5.1 of [S]). Now (~rk)~“= 1 if kg K. Then putting G= (u) K 
and H = (cxp) K we are in the hypotheses of the theorem. Clearly 
,f’( H) >f(K) = n. By the theorem we have f( H) = n. As K < H,.(G) 6 H we 
have f( HJG)) = n. 
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